
When I started my first company, I wanted, like every young entrepreneur, to grow it fast. The challenge was 
that I had limited capital despite having 2 jobs to save money to start my first company. So, I took on 3 
partners – each one supposedly bringing a certain quality to the table plus the capital in return for 25%. What 
happened in reality was that  I did the mountain of work and took all the responsibility yet  did not have 
command of my company. 

When we did make our first  deal – an option I bought and sold in 5 weeks that made 700% profit, two of the 
partners wanted to have their capital returned from the profit. Fair enough – they were in it  for the money. 
However they wanted to retain their 25% shareholding while at the same time ‘hungrily’ demanding where 
the next  slice was coming from. You cannot  build a business if shareholders are taking their capital out, or 
expecting a good portion of the profit on every deal. I tried to buy them out, but  they did not  want that  either 
in case they missed out on the next slice. “Can you introduce any deals?” I asked them. That was not the 
agreement  as they saw it – they were to provide capital!!!??? You see the importance of Perception here 
again.

I was effectively locked in  – though if I knew then what I have since learned the hard way, I would have 
walked away or closed the company down. The deals got bigger. The time arrived when the once in a 
lifetime kind of deal comes by (actually there are loads of those). I had contracted to buy land at  a strategic 
junction on the M5. I had also back-to-backed the deal (selling the contract on) to BMW for an enormous 
profit. 

My partner had a different  agenda, which is a story in 
itself, but  for the purposes of this section, the deal did 
not go ahead, we developed the site instead just  as the 
market turned (black Monday stuff) and we lost 
millions. 

We went our separate ways and I vowed to always have ownership of any future company I started. 
Ownership is the critical factor for future wealth. Felix Dennis, one of the UK’s richest  self-made 
entrepreneurs puts it very succinctly: Ownership isn’t the most important thing in getting rich – it is the only 
thing.
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On Dragon’s Den we witness entrepreneurs giving huge portions of 
their company away. But  these Dragons are not  stupid – they are 
successful entrepreneurs that  know the importance of ownership. 
They never offer to take over 50% because they know that  should 
they do so, they destroy motivation.

To enjoy future wealth you must, above all, look to retain ownership of what  you are doing. But needs must, 
sometimes, you argue, and a slice of something is better than nothing. But a slice will not turn your potential 
into prosperity. It will only allow others to leverage your potential to develop their prosperity. 

At Every Opportunity Fight For Every Percentage Of Your Company. 

Then hire the best talent  to work with you. Do not  ever give your shares away as incentives. Now, I 
appreciate this goes against  the strategic thinking of most management  books, but I am right. Owners 
become rich. 

What about strategic partnership with other companies? The only ones I have been involved in have not 
worked because one party has insisted on a minimum of 51% / 49% split. Ergo – one has ownership of the 
deal. If they need your expertise, then take a percentage of the sales or profits generated. If they do not  agree 
to this then walk away, because they were just intending to use your expertise without reward. 

For example: The producers of the most successful film trilogy of all time – The Lord of The Rings – did not 
pay a cent in royalty for the film rights – until finally forced to do so after a protracted litigation.

Most  people want  to be their own boss. For me unless you have 
ownership of your business you are not. With ownership you do not 
have to convince partners, to follow a hunch. If you want  advice 
then hire the best. If something fails you don’t  have to say sorry, 
other than to yourself.  

If ownership means building your business slow but  sure – then so 
be it  – because it  is the one factor that will make you rich when you 
either come to sell your business or continue to enjoy the profits it 
generates.

If You Do Not Yet Have Ownership, Then Starting Moving Towards It NOW! 
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